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How to obtain Croatian Champion titles 

 

CROATIAN FUTURE HOPE 
1. Three Very promising 1st titles in baby or puppy class (from 3-9 months of age) 
2. The above mentioned three titles should be obtained under three different 

Judges  
3. The first Very promising title should be achieved after 01st of February 2019 

Note: Dogs with titles of Future Hope of Croatia are not eligible to be entered into 
Champion Class at shows. 

 

CROATIAN JUNIOR CHAMPION 
1. Three Junior Dog Winner titles 
2. The above mentioned three titles should be obtained under at least two 

different Judges 
3. The one Junior Dog Winner title may be substituted with a CAC-HR title, if the 

dog has obtained it while under 24 months of age. 
This CAC cannot be used for the title of Beauty Champion / Show 
Champion.           

Note: Dogs with titles of Croatian Junior Champions in Beauty are not eligible to be 
entered into Champion Class at shows.  

 

CROATIAN BEAUTY CHAMPION 
FOR BREEDS SUBJECT TO WORKING TRIALS ACCORDING TO FCI REGULATIONS  
FOR INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY CHAMPIONSHIP 

1. Three CAC-HR titles 
2. Two CAC (out of those three CAC) should be obtained at International shows 

(CACIB shows) 
3. The above mentioned three CAC should be obtained under at least two 

different Judges 
4. A sufficient grade or prize in a working trial 
5. The title can not be officially confirmed before 24 months of age of a dog   

 
FOR BREEDS NOT SUBJECT TO WORKING TRIALS ACCORDING TO FCI REGULATIONS  
FOR INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY CHAMPIONSHIP 
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To be eligible for the title Croatian Beauty Champion, dogs must obtain the 
following: 

1. Four CAC-HR titles 
2. Two CAC (out of those four CAC) should be obtained at the International 

shows (CACIB shows) 
3. The above mentioned four CAC should be obtained under at least three 

different judges 
4. Title can not be officially confirmed before 24 months of age of a dog  

 
Note: Dogs which are declared Croatian Beauty Champions must be shown in 
champion class on all shows in Croatia. 
 

CROATIAN VETERAN CHAMPION 
1. Three Veteran Dog Winner titles 
2. The above mentioned three titles should be obtained under at least two 

different Judges 
 
Note: Dogs with titles of Croatian Veteran Champions are not eligible to be entered 
into Champion Class at shows! 
 

CROATIAN GRAND CHAMPION                  
The title Croatian Grand Champion will be recognized (on owner’s demand) to the 
dog which obtains following conditions: 

1. Dog must be declared Croatian champion in beauty (CH HR) or Croatian 
Show champion (CH HR I)  

2. Four CAC-HR titles won in champion class after official declaration of Croatian 
title 

3. Two CAC (out of those four CAC) should be obtained at international shows 
(CACIB shows) 

4. The above mentioned four CAC should be obtained under at least three 
different Judges 

5. The first CAC-HR should be achieved after 01st of March 2015 

 

CROATIAN WORKING CHAMPION 
Title Croatian Working Champion at the request of the owner Croatian kennel 
club will recognize to a dog who won: 

EARTH DOGS 

Two CACT-HR at work underground for the fox and at least one third prize in the trial 
of congenital traits with exam in trail indication or two CACT-HR in the work of on the 
ground and at least one third prize at the exam at work underground for the fox (at 
least of local significance) or two CACT-HR on the full test or versatility exam.  
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One of the required two CACT-HR can be replaced by two reserve CACT-HR. In that 
case, all three candidacies must be won by three different judges.  
With these conditions every earth dog must have passed the examination and 
evaluation of the inherent characteristics of the form of very good or excellent 
resulting in an exhibition of the award nominations CAC or CACIB. 

 

HOUND DOGS 

Two CACT-HR in the exams of hounds work, exams of loud chase on wild boar in a 
fenced area or on the exam on work on the trail of blood with the award nomination 
CACT-HR. Both nominations can be won at any of the aforementioned 
examinations. Nominations must be won with different Judges.  
One of the required two CACT-HR can be replaced by two reserve CACT-HR. In that 
case, all three candidacies must be won by three different judges. 
With these conditions every hound dog must have passed the examination and 
evaluation of the inherent characteristics of the form of very good or excellent 
resulting in an exhibition of the award nominations CAC or CACIB. 

 

RETRIEVERS 

Two CACT-HR in the exams of retrievers in the work of retrieving, versatility 
examination of retrievers or versatility examination of the retrievers retrieving a duck 
with the sinking awarding nomination CACT-HR. Both nominations can be won at any 
of the aforementioned examinations. Nominations must be won with different judges.  
One of the required two CACT-HR can be replaced by two reserve CACT-HR . In that 
case, all three candidacies must be won by three different judges. With these 
conditions every retriever dog must have a review in the form of very good or 
excellent resulting in an exhibition of the award nominations CAC or CACIB. 

 

FLUSHING DOGS 

Two CACT-HR in the exams of the spaniel work with retrieving or in a spaniel versatility 
examination of the award nomination CACT-HR. Both nominations can be won at 
any of the aforementioned work examinations. Nominations must be won with 
different judges.  
One of the required two CACT-HR can be replaced by two reserve CACT-HR . In that 
case, all three candidacies must be won by three different judges. With these 
conditions every flushing dog must have a review in a form of very good or excellent 
resulting in an exhibition of the award nominations CAC or CACIB. 

 

BIRD DOGS (GUN DOGS) 

Male 
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Two CACT-HR on natural game (one of candidacy must be won in the examination 
of the partridge work) or two CACT-HR on natural game and score excellent or I. 
award grade on the exam of the partridge work. 

Female 

Two CACT-HR on the natural game. Nominations must be won with different judges.  

One of the required two CACT-HR can be replaced by two reserve CACT-HR . In that 
case, all three candidacies must be won by three different judges. 
With these conditions every gun dog must have a passed examination with shooting 
as well as a review in the form of very good or excellent resulting in an exhibition of 
the award nominations CAC or CACIB.  

 

Durring application process you have to provide copy of pedigree, copy of 
evaluation list and verification of a passed trial. 

 

LURE COURSING CH OF CROATIA (LC CH HR) 
1. The dog must have earned at least two CACL HR from two different judges 

2. R.CACL will be valid if a dog that has obtained CACL is already CH LC HR. 
  
During application process you have to provide copy of pedigree and copy of cards 
CACL. 
 

ABSOLUT CROATIAN CHAMPION                  
The title “Absolut Champion of Croatia” will be recognized (on owner’s demand) to 
the dog which has certificates for both Croatian Champion and Croatian Work 
Champion. 

 

 

Join the group with over 38.000 members! 

👉👉 https://www.facebook.com/groups/156314604445647 

DOG SHOWS 
WORLDWIDE 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/156314604445647

